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OVERVIEW OF OUR PROJECT: 
A STORY OF SERENDIPITY AND CO-DEVELOPMENT

• The serendipity: a study of mothers and daughters playing with 
origami leads to research and development on card games

• The co-development: we wanted our work to be guided by 
practice partners working in the field with families…we 
needed their expertise on family hopes, goals, strengths, and 
challenges



PARTNERSHIP WITH A LOCAL ORGANIZATION

• History of serving diverse, low-income 
families

• Goal of supporting Kindergarten Readiness

• Boston College has research, Tandem has 
reach



MATH CONCEPTS

• Rationale
o PBS Math Frameworks: Numeracy
o Family math activities requiring easily available and cheap 

materials – regular playing cards
oMath games appropriate for medium of 2-dimensional cards

• Math Concepts
oMagnitude Estimation: Comparing larger and smaller numbers
oNumerical Ordering: 1 to 10
o Adding Numbers
o More Advanced Arithmetic: Subtraction, Missing Addend 

Problems, Problem Solving Strategies



CARD GAMES DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATION, 
& REFINEMENT

• Team of 10: Child development experts, school math specialists, school 
psychologists, graduate/undergraduate students, family expert

• Process
o Identified appropriate age range: Older preschooler to early 

elementary students

oGenerated many card game ideas based on key math concepts

o Repeatedly played games to identify problems, modify, or drop games

o Pilot-tested using evaluation form with 62 diverse, low-income grade 
PreK, K, 1, and 2 children – designed and used diagnostic tool to 
select right game for child 



TESTING THE 
MATERIALS

• Card Game Booklet 
Focus Group

• Workshop Pilot

• Workshop Focus Group



FAMILY MATH CARD GAME BOOKLET





OVERVIEW FOR FAMILIES

• Introduction

• How to pick a card game with instructional video 

• What math skills do the games teach?

• General directions, hints, possible game variations, information 
about card playing

• Each game contains instructional video and display of cards for 
game

• Introductory story with story links in card games



THE ROYAL FAMILY AND 
SNEEZE THE DRAGON





• Video of Alden











WORKSHOPS

• Hour long workshop

• Adults only, then children

• First time attending a 
math focused training

• Loved that the learning 
was fun

• Group learning increases 
motivation to engage



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

• Development and Research in Early Math Education 
blog: https://dreme.stanford.edu/blog

• Education Development Center’s Games for Young 
Mathematicians:  http://youngmathematicians.edc.org/

• Erikson Institute Early Math Collaborative: 
https://earlymath.erikson.edu/

https://dreme.stanford.edu/blog
http://youngmathematicians.edc.org/
https://earlymath.erikson.edu/

